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STUDENTS STILL NOT COMPLETELY KNOW THE PROCESS OF GARBAGE 

CLASSIFICATION AND RESOURCES RECYCLING

英文電子報

What kind of resources does the aluminum foil package belong to?  Where 

will the glass bottles be disposed of? Students still do not completely 

know the process of garbage classification and resources recycling though 

the process has been implementing for two weeks. 

 

Although the garbage classification and resources recycling have been 

carrying out since two weeks ago, the reaction of students is not as good 

as expected. Lin, a student from Department of Statistics said that the 

resource recycling is a troublesome work. Therefore, she did not do it. Wu, 

a student from Department of Mass Communication said that the distance 

between the garbage cans and the recycling cans is too far that he always 

forgot to do the resources recycling until the time throwing the garbage. A 

student from Department of Japanese said that he did not know where he 

could throw the aluminum foil package. He should only throw the garbage 

into the regular can since it’s much easier. Therefore, there are many 

aluminum foil cans and plastic bottles found in the general garbage cans 

when the school janitors collect the garbage. 

 

Cheng Chuan-chieh, Chief of General Service Section, Office of General 

Affairs (OGA), called on students to cast the lunch box to the general 

garbage can. He said that although the lunch box is made of paper, 

leftovers would make a mess for the janitor to arrange the resources 

recycling. 

 

The OGA called on students to cast the drinking aluminum foil package to 

paper recycling tub and glass bottles to general garbage tub. Although 

glass bottles could be recycled, yet they are not part of the classified 

resources that school has set. In addition, students should pull out the 



straw and flatten the pack before casting to the resources recycling tub. 

As to the aluminum foil cans or plastic bottles, students should have them 

cleaned and flattened before casting to the resources recycling tub. The 

pulling rings of aluminum packages should be cast into the package first 

before throwing away. 

 

As for the paper recycling, all paper including document paper should be 

put in flat and wrapped by newspapers in 10 cm height before casting to the 

recycling tub. The sensitive paper, flint paper, duplicating paper and used 

toilet paper or diapers could not be recycled. In addition, many resources 

such as the waste carbon powder clips of printers and the waste ink clip 

could be recycled and taken care by Center for Environmental Protection, 

Safety and Health at Fl05 or handed over to the resources recycling company 

outside school. The waste carbon powder clip of copying machine will be 

collected by the supplier, while the waste electrical light tube by the 

Construction and Repairs Section, OGA at F105.




